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KEENELAND, FALL 2016 MEET 
DAY 8: Sunday, October 16 
 
RACE ONE 
RHYTHM PARK has been razor sharp since the blinkers came off four 
starts back at Ellis Park and is the controlling speed in this compact 
starter allowance field. He loves a flat mile on the main track and has won 
his past three starts by a combined total of 22 lengths all of which while 
creeping up in class; looks to have this crew over a barrel. MORE THAN 
SHIRL is one of two entrants in this spot making his first start off the claim 
for Mike Maker, though this gelding figures to be closer to projected 
pacesetter RHYTHM PARK from the opening bell in a race the lacks early 
pace; Bravo riding well this meet. TAPANNA was reclaimed by Maker in 
his last start for $7,500 at Arlington off a pair of bum efforts over firm turf 
in Chicago for Mike Stidham; showed speed in his last two-turn dirt start. 
YOLO MON is a closer in a field lacking early pace, but he overcame a poor 
start an finished only a length and a half off the win facing $16K starter 
company in Lexington back in the Spring; rallies for a minor placing. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-2-1-3 
 
 
RACE TWO: 
The second on Sunday’s card has the looks of a “merry-go-round” race on 
paper, as this $75K maiden claimer is another race that has a dearth of 
front-runners. HUNKA BURNING LOVE doesn’t have the best name, but is 
the stronger half of the Ramsey entry and is the one to beat in this spot. 
He’s the controlling speed and while he has been spitting the bit on the 
front end in sprints vs. maiden allowance types, he is bred—top and 
bottom—to handle the stretch out and may not have to go :23 and change 
the first quarter in this route race; wire-to-wire candidate. The equine 
manifestation of the fictional Seinfeld alias, ART VANDALEY, should move 
forward is his second start of the layoff, and he improved when stretching 
out to a mile in his most recent start; gets a stalking trip. NIMS may not 
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have cared for the muddy surface in his career debut in Louisville and this 
son of Colonel John is bred to like the added distance in this mile-and-a-
sixteenth event; improvement expected over a fast racetrack. The well-
bred DIRTY DAY makes up the other half of a formidable Ken Ramsey 
entry and figures to be in touch with his entrymate HUNKA BURNING 
LOVE from the start in this relatively paceless affair; Harlan’s Holiday colt 
should relish a two-turn trip. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1(POE)-6-4-1A(POE) 
 
 
RACE THREE: 
VERVE’S TALE doesn’t fit the profile of a horse I typically back, but she 
does look like the best horse in this spot on paper. Bay filly has been 
burning money in New York in her past three starts and while she’s never 
been off the board, she hasn’t demonstrated a winning finishing move to 
date. Having said that, she’s the lone entrant in the field to have a prior 
money finish in Lexington and can get brave when on or near the early 
pace, which there isn’t a lot of in this spot. She’s been training forwardly 
during her down time for good horseman Barclay Tagg; graduates today. 
OPINED finished five and a half lengths behind the top choice two starts 
back at Belmont, and she packed it in off soft fractions in her most recent 
start. She’s been hooking tougher company, however, and her best effort to 
date has been around two-turns. SARDINIA’s form has improved since she 
moved into trainer Mike Maker’s barn, and the gray put forth a good 
second in her turf debut last out at Kentucky Downs. She stalked a quick 
pace two starts back at Ellis, so she doesn’t have to come from out of the 
clouds to be a factor; turf-to-dirt angle playable. MOCHA CHIP got an 
honest pace in front of her, yet finished a diminishing length and a quarter 
off the win in Indiana as the favorite in her last start. She gets wheeled 
back off 15 days rest and tries two turns for the first time this afternoon; 
minor award candidate. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-1-8-4 
 
 
RACE FOUR: 
Late-running SHADOW ROCK will get plenty of pace in front of him to run 
down in this turf sprint, and all nine of her lifetime wins have been at the 
five-and-a-half furlong trip on grass. He finished well while circling the 
field six-wide in his last start at Kentucky Downs, and he overcame a 
rough start two starts back at Ellis to gamely win an overnight handicap at 
today’s distance on turf; comes running and gets up late. Tepin’s 
connections have IKERRIN ROAD (IRE) making his North American debut, 
and the son of Iffraaj (GB) has some early foot, but doesn’t appear to as 
quick as others in here, so he will more than likely be relegated to a 
stalking trip. Bay colt does like a left-handed course and gets first-time 
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Lasix. He’s capable of a wining effort off a layoff and is sitting on a bullet 
:58 3/5 local work from the gate; more interested as the price increases. 
WILBO is a nice horse that has finished in the money in nine of 13 starts 
lifetime, but he’s coming off the best race of his career in winning an off the 
turf heat at Churchill in his last start and he has a license to regress this 
afternoon; zero for three lifetime on the weeds. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-4-7-6 
 
 
RACE FIVE: 
GREEK  LIFE has early speed but doesn’t necessarily need to be on the 
front end in a race where the contenders are front-running types. Bay 
mare has been nails at this $7,500 starter allowance class level, and the 
Moquett barn had their first winner of the meet in Saturday’s finale with 
Rockshaw ($16). Daughter of Harlan’s Holiday is undefeated from one 
prior local start and responds to Santana Jr.’s handling; rates slight edge. 
SUSANS QUEST is a little cheap but has won 40 percent of her starts this 
year, has retained good form while stepping up in class and has a money 
finish locally; like rider switch to Lanerie. RHODIUM is a need the lead type 
that won’t have an easy time of things hooking a field peppered with early 
speed types. She does ease back into starter allowance company after a 
solid second-place finish at 7-1 in her last outing facing open $25K 
claimers; class relief noted. BLONDE IN THE CITY has never won a race on 
dirt from 15 previous tries, but she did run well here last Spring to be 
second despite an awkward start against $20K conditioned claiming types; 
on the fringes. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-7-1-8 
 
 
RACE SIX: 
In the in interest of value, we’ll take a stab with the first-time starter 
SUMMER LUCK in this six-and-a-half furlong sprint, which isn’t the 
toughest maiden allowance race for Keeneland standards. Well-bred 
Looking At Luck filly debuts for a sharp barn, but I’m hoping she didn’t run 
her race four days ago with that bullet half-mile move in :47 2/5 at 
Churchill; 10-1 on the morning line. NO MORE BABIES will be a deserved 
favorite in this spot, as she made the lead through a swift half-mile in her 
debut and stayed on well, hooking a live group of maidens, as Lovely 
Bernadette and Champagne Problems both came back to win their next 
starts at this meet. On the downside, she figures to have company again 
from the break an will have a fast racetrack to contend with for the first 
time; barn has struggled this year; formidable, yet vulnerable. DYNAMIC 
UNION has bullied her way through traffic and finished willingly in a pair 
of prior dirt starts around one-turn; gets first-time Lasix today. SHE IS 
SPECIAL finished well in her career debut at Delaware Park and should 
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appreciate the extra furlong of distance in this spot; improvement 
expected in second career start.  
 
SELECTIONS: 6-4-12-9 
 
 
RACE SEVEN: 
LUCKY RAMSEY has retained honest form off the claim for trainer Randy 
Morse and will appreciate the return to turf, a surface on which he has 
been first or second in his past five starts. Will make his first start as a 
gelding here and is well-spotted in the $50K starter allowance event; 
formidable. KREWE CHIEF’s form was improving before she was stopped 
on and trainer Sims’ outfit had a winner on yesterday’s card with Our 
Track ($10). Son of Parading just missed by a neck last out at this nine 
furlong trip on turf hook open $50K claiming types at Churchill; loving 20-
1 morning line odds. The 2-1 morning line favorite HALO NATION has been 
a model of consistency this year finishing in the money in all six 2016 
starts, including a third-place effort in a graded stakes race at Woodbine 
two starts back at this nine-furlong trip on turf. Figures to improve in his 
second start off a freshening but he steps up to the $50K starter level in 
this spot; odds will be short; sends mixed signals. KING OF SPADES has 
useful turf form and doesn’t have to come from way off the pace to be a 
factor. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-3-7-10 
 
 
RACE EIGHT: 
The chestnut filly HIP HOP N JAZZ race a big race in her last outing at 
Delaware Park, her first start off a year-plus layoff hooking second-tier 
allowance types at Parx. Her form has been sharp in the past sprinting on 
dirt, and she’s graded stakes placed going a route of ground on the main 
track. Tom Proctor had a winner in the form of She’ll Do It ($13.20) in 
yesterday’s second race and jockey Joe Bravo has been riding well this 
meet; talented miss will be tighter today; major player. IMPROV is a well-
bred daughter of Distorted Humor and has sharp dirt form around one 
turn. Gray miss responds to James Graham’s handling and should improve 
in her second start off a brief rest; threat on the fence. NORTHERN 
CONNECT was game to clear this two other than condition in her last start 
and comes right back to face similar company in for the $62,500 tag; 
comes running to fill out exotic wagers. CAN’T BE DAZZLED is capable of a 
big effort off the shelf and her form has been sharp for Asmussen. Exits a 
live race at Ellis Park and has a versatile running style. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-1-6-2 
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RACE NINE: 
HUSH UP’s form has taken a noticeable reversal of form since his 
connections tried him on the grass two starts back, and he was only three-
parts of a length off the sharp Blame Angel (won three in a row) when 
stepping up in class in his latest outing in Henderson. He should get a good 
trip stalking the pace and is a juicy 10-1 on the morning line; value play. 
CITY FLYER broke through gate in his last start, but still rallied to be 
beaten two lengths for all the money facing similar stock. Was only 3 and 
three-quarter lengths off the talented Bondurant in his prior start over the 
Keeneland weeds; formidable adversary. THEYCALLHIMTHEKID has gone 
off favored in all three of his previous starts and will be low odds in this 
spot off his solid past form. Gave a good account of himself in his first start 
against winners in Chicago off an extended layoff; tighter this time for a 
barn that is due for another winner at the tilt. ZAMBIAN likes a flat mile on 
turf and has finished in the money in five of six starts this year. He 
overcame a rough start and rallied to just be beaten a nose while moving 
up in class in his last start in Indiana; fires for part. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-7-10-6 
 
 


